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Patients with diabetes have an up to 50% increased risk of 
cardiovascular (CV) disease (CVD) compared to individuals 
without diabetes. Optimisation of glycaemic control can 
reduce the long-term development of CVD and mortality.

Driven by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 
European Medicines Agency (EMA), guidelines for the approval of 
novel glucose-lowering medications were published in 2008 and 
2012, respectively 1,2. These guidelines require the assessment of CV 
safety: if the pre-marketing application data revealed a hazard ratio 
(HR) with an upper 95% confidence interval (CI) between 1.3 and 1.8, 
a post-marketing trial will generally be necessary to demonstrate 
an upper 95% CI of <1.3. To rule out CV harm of novel treatment 
approaches, CV safety and benefits of glucose-lowering medications 
have therefore been the focus of cardiovascular outcome trials 
(CVOTs) in diabetes, which have been performed according to the 
suggestions of the abovementioned guidelines.

In the 10 years since the guidance was issued, 14 long-term, 
prospective CV outcomes trials (CVOTs) have been completed, 4 were 
started but terminated early, and more are under way. Collectively, 
these studies have involved more than 200 000 participants. It 
is estimated that the industry has spent about $5 to $6 billion on 
those CVOTs. In public comments, representatives from several 
stakeholder pharmaceutical companies argued that today the high 
cost and complexity of the CVOTs, as currently mandated, represent 
an unnecessary financial burden and pose a barrier to innovation.

Findings from recent CVOTs
The completed CVOTs have yielded some important information 
about both safety concerns and potential medical benefits. Regarding 
safety, the increased risk of heart failure (HF) hospitalization with 
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor antagonists: saxagliptin 
in SAVOR-TIMI 53 and a nonsignificant trend with aloglipitin in 
EXAMINE resulted in the addition of new safety warnings to the 
labels of those medications. Four of the completed trials (LEADER, 
SUSTAIN-6, EMPA-REG OUTCOME, and the CANVAS Program) 
reported clinically relevant relative risk reductions of major adverse 
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cardiac event (MACE) outcomes in patients with high CV risk. In 
the case of sodium glucose cotransporter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitors, 
reduction in number of HF hospitalizations in patients with type 2 
diabetes (T2D) (majority with established ASCVD (Atherosclerotic 
Cardiovascular Disease)) appears to be independent of their effects 
on hemoglobin A1C level. Thus, CV specialists were faced with the 
need to incorporate the use of these agents in patients with T2D and 
clinical ASCVD, purely to optimize outcomes.

ACC and ADA guidelines
In December 2018 the American College of Cardiology (ACC) 
published an Expert Consensus Decision Pathway on Novel 
Therapies for Cardiovascular Risk Reduction in Patients with Type 2 
Diabetes and Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease3. This guideline 
represents a change in the paradigm of how the CV specialist should 
approach the care of patients with T2D. Previously, CV care in patients 
with diabetes was centered around risk factor optimization, and the 
medications used for CV risk reduction in T2D glycaemic control 
were not expected to demonstrate direct CV benefit. The recent 
development of 2 novel classes of therapies – SGLT2 inhibitors and 
GLP-1 agonists – has, for the first time, demonstrated that treatments 
developed for glucose lowering can directly improve CV outcomes.

The American Diabetes Association's (ADA) annual guidelines for 
20184 also include new recommendations for use of glucose-lowering 
drugs with proven cardiovascular benefit inT2D, optimization of 
diabetes care in elderly patients, and glucose screening of high-risk 
adolescents [X]. According to the new guideline agents with proven 
cardiovascular benefit – such as liraglutide or empagliflozin – should 
be used in T2D subjects with established ASCVD who don't meet 
glycemic targets with lifestyle modification and metformin.

FDA position
Findings from recently completed trials prompted also FDA to meet 
and discuss again a need to rule out an unacceptable increase in 
CV risk for T2D drugs intended for glycemic control, regardless of 
whether a safety signal exists.

In response to the question, "Should an unacceptable increase in 
cardiovascular risk be excluded for all new drugs to improve glycemic 
control in patients with type 2 diabetes, regardless of the presence 
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or absence of a signal for cardiovascular risk in the development 
program?"5 the official vote of the FDA's Endocrinologic and 
Metabolic Drugs Advisory Committee was 10 "yes" versus 9 "no."

Despite the split vote, all panel members agreed that lessons 
learned from the mandated CVOTs completed over the past 10 years 
point to the need for revisions of the 2008 Guidance for Industry.

Voting Committee members noticed also that in order to 
obtain sufficient numbers of cardiovascular events for statistical 
power, the CVOTs have enrolled mostly high-risk patients with 
established cardiovascular disease, rather than a group representing 
the spectrum of diabetes patients who receive the drugs in clinical 
practice. Most who voted to discontinue the trials advised that 
premarketing phase 2 and 3 trials be better designed – with 
larger and more diverse populations and for longer durations – to 
increase detection of cardiovascular endpoints and other outcomes, 
including heart failure, chronic kidney disease, and peripheral 
vascular disease. It was concluded that at present there is not an 
appropriate substitute to the CVOT for generating information on 
the cardiovascular effects of new diabetes medications. It also seems 
preferable to focus on implementing more cost effective or flexible 
designs and considering alternatives to the placebo control. Because 
of recent  (ACC and ADA) guidelines advising use of a medication 
with proven cardiovascular benefit in patients with T2D who have 
established cardiovascular disease, conducting trials of drugs 
against a placebo among such patients may no longer be ethical. 
There was also unanimous agreement that dedicated randomized 
trials would be necessary if any safety signals were detected.

Digital technology
The rising costs of clinical trials are already very pronounced in large 
CVOTs. The conduct of clinical trials still relies heavily on the use of 
paper documents, however, digital technology could be leveraged to 
improve clinical trial efficiency. According to the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS) widespread use of electronic 
health records can lower the per-patient costs of patient recruitment 
in clinical trials by 35.9%6. In a 2014 review of potential approaches 
to reducing or eliminating many barriers to drug development, HHS 
found that electronic health records also reduced the number of 
patients needed per site by 12.3%. Additionally, according to the 
HHS research use of lower-cost facilities and in-home testing and 
wider use of mobile technologies appear to be effective in reducing 
clinical trial costs across therapeutic areas and trial phases. Taking 
into account recent suggestions for longer duration of CVOTs and 
enrolment of wider patient population further integration of digital 
means in CVOTs is essential.

Summary
It is time to reevaluate how best to conduct CVOTs. Given these safety 
signals for HF, which were unexpected from the registration trials, it 
is likely that studies of individual antidiabetes drugs will continue to 
be required. We have also learned that the CVOT results for one drug 
could not be extrapolated to all the other drugs in its class. 

Future trials might benefit from focusing on populations more 
typical of those seen in routine care, with longer duration of follow 
up, greater consistency in the ascertainment of outcomes, and 
improved statistical methods for analysis. CV risk may be assessed in 
larger phase II and III trials rather than using the current two-stage 
approach that calls for a separate CVOT. In addition, greater efficiency 
and relevance to clinical practice might be obtained by collaboration 
of various stakeholders in health care including pharmaceutical 
companies, regulatory groups, insurers, health systems, consumer 
advocates, and people with diabetes themselves in the conduct 
of trials, perhaps by embedding clinical protocols within health  
systems.

All of the CVOTs in populations with diabetes were designed 
to promote “glycemic equipoise” between the treatment groups 
to minimize the potentially confounding effect of differences in 
glycemic control. Accordingly, treatment intensification with other 
oral antidiabetes drugs or insulin was more prevalent in the control 
groups. Even so, modest between group differences in A1C changes 
were observed at the end of most trials, with higher values in the 
placebo arms.

It is expected that heart failure outcomes will be included in 
the future, either in the primary analysis of the composite of CV 
outcomes, or as a co-primary outcome with simultaneous analysis 
of the atherosclerotic vascular disease outcomes and, at a similar 
priority, heart failure outcomes.

Additionally, in the large scale trials of novel therapies, it would 
be really attractive to use factorial randomization so we can analyze 
some of the older therapies. Metformin, for example, remains the 
number one recommended pharmacologic therapy for patients 
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with T2DM and, while it appears to be a very safe medication, it’s 
incremental benefit with regard to cardiovascular disease remains 
unknown. 

Wider application of digital technology will be required to 
accelerate the development, testing and delivery of crucial new 
therapies for patients with CVD.
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